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Introduction 
This report covers an attack investigation done by DeNexus Threat Intelligence targeting supply-chain 

companies in the Middle East. Threat Intelligence is one of three major data sets for risk modeling in our 

DeRISK platform. Using information about threats, tactics techniques and procedures (TTPs), indicators of 

compromise (IoCs)Σ ŀǘǘŀŎƪŜǊΩǎ ōŜƘŀǾƛƻǊ ǇŀǘǘŜǊƴǎ etc., DeRISK changes risk quantification for affected 

companies.  

In September, 2020 ZScaler has published a report on a targeted attack on Oil and Gas Supply Chain 

Industries in Middle East. DeNexus Threat Intelligence has discovered additional details of this attack and 

new victims of this threat actor. The campaigns we have observed have evolved overtime, and the threat 

actor is still active with more campaigns. 

In this report we explain these campaigns and the strategy the threat actor uses to infect targets. 

Threat Analysis 
This threat actor uses spear phishing for the initial access. We have detected at least 3 campaigns in the 

wild using the same or similar spear phishing email templates. To deliver the payload said threat actor 

uses different tactics, ǿƘƛŎƘ ŀǊŜ ŜȄǇƭŀƛƴŜŘ ƛƴ ǘƘŜ Ϧ5ƛǎǘǊƛōǳǘƛƻƴ ǎǘǊŀǘŜƎȅέ ǎŜŎǘƛƻƴΦ 

Some of these malicious emails have 0 detections in Virus Total (VT). 

  

Image1: Email sample with 0 detections in VT 

We currently know that this actor is trying to collect information from the companies that are under attack 

and mostly uses information stealers as final payloads. In most cases the information stealer is AgentTesla. 

https://www.zscaler.com/blogs/security-research/targeted-attacks-oil-and-gas-supply-chain-industries-middle-east
https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/5a0b57d13736ef71f40a2e91078655ff448f6c60679c4c683fb6320e33ecdfe7/detection
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This kind of malware can be used in the early stages of an attack against a company and its main goal is 

to obtain credentials from employees to gain first access to the corporate network, which can lead to a 

more sophisticated attack. 

Distribution Strategy 
During different campaigns, we observed that the attacker has used similar distribution strategy, such as 

at the beginning the actor is using an email with a file attachment. This attachment usually is a RAR file, 

ZIP file or IMG file. The file contains the final payload with an information stealer. 

In the most recent campaigns, the attacker uses an email with a PDF attachment. The PDF contains a link 

to a ZIP file hosted on a server controlled by the attacker or in a third-ǇŀǊǘȅ ŦƛƭŜ ƘƻǎǘƛƴƎ ƭƛƪŜ άƳŜƎŀΦƴȊέΦ 

Inside the ZIP file there is a payload. Like in previous campaigns these payloads are information stealers. 

 

Image2: Payload delivery methods. 
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Spear Phishing 
The emails we examined during all the campaigns had the same pattern; they were impersonating a 

legitimate company. In these emails, the attacker makes a request that must be managed before the end 

of the day, which creates a sense of urgency for the victim to open the malicious attachment.  An example 

of this type of email can be found in Image 3. 

 

Image3: Spear phishing example. 

Not only the distribution methods have evolved, but also, the spear phishing campaigns have become 

more sophisticated. In the first campaigns, the threat actor used a random sender account or the real 

sender mail address, ǿƘƛŎƘ ŘƛŘƴΩǘ ƭƻƻƪ ƭƛƪŜ ŀ ǊŜŀƭ ŀŎŎƻǳƴǘ ŦǊƻƳ the targeted company. 

As shown in the example above, the threat actor now registers a domain like the original ǾƛŎǘƛƳΩǎ domain 

in order to make the email look even more real. 

Identity Theft  
In a recent campaign in November, we discovered that the threat actors are not only trying to pose as the 

targeted company, but also another company ς steel production company from India, which is 

demonstrated in Image 4. 
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Image4: Spear phishing 

In this case, the payload was also the same that was used in previous campaigns and it communicates 

with the same command and control center. 

Image 4 above shows in this case the threat actor ŘƻŜǎƴΩǘ use attachments, they directly put the link to 

the malicious ZIP file in the body of the email. 

As explained before, the most recent campaigns were using an attached PDF. In the previous example, 

the PDF appears to be a Requests for Quotations (RFQ) for supply contracts and legal tenders for various 

projects related to target company. The threat actor appears to have carefully crafted the PDF to make it 

appear legitimate, as seen in Image 5. 

 

Image5: Crafted PDF. 

The PDF at the time of analysis was not detected by any AV engine in VT, like the previous email which 

contains this PDF file as attachment. 
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Image6: Crafted PDF with 0 detections in VT (It contains malicious URL). 

Fortunately, the PDF does not exploit any vulnerability, nor does it execute code remotely. However, on 

the first page, once the victim opens the PDF, the reader will see a URL which points to MEGA, and steps 

to correctly download that file (even if the download is blocked by the browser).  Image 7 shows this in 

more detail. 

 

Image7: First page of the crafted PDF. Containing malicious URL and instructions in case the browser doeǎƴΩǘ ŀƭƭƻǿ 

to download the payload. 
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The victim will need to click on that link to download the payload. We believe that since the payload is 

not automatically downloaded and stored in MEGA, the AV companies are not classifying this file as 

malicious and could be the reason why the threat actor has changed the delivery method. 

Once the victim clicks on the URL they find the following, as seen in Image 8: 

 

Image8: MEGA hosting the malicious payload. 

¢ƘŜ ƴŀƳŜ ƻŦ ǘƘŜ ŦƛƭŜ ƛǎ άwCv-Dalma Gas Development Project (Package B) -TENDER BULLETIN-моΦȊƛǇέ 

Toolkit 

The downloaded zip contains an executable file, which was the final payload. 

 

Image9: Content of the ZIP file hosted in MEGA. 

In this case the payload was detected by 56 AV engines in VT, as shown in Image 10. 
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Image10: 56 detections in VT for the executable in the ZIP file. (packed Agent Tesla) 

These actors have a variety of payloads, all of them are mainly information stealers. In this case, the 

payload is an AgentTesla, but during the investigation we found the following information stealers: 

¶ AgentTesla (the most used) 

¶ Formbook 

¶ Masslogger 

¶ Matiex 

¶ AZORult 

Since the malware we have mostly encountered was AgentTesla, the following section is an in-analysis in 

depth of this malware. 

AgentTesla v3 Analysis 
AgentTesla is a .NET-based spyware, keylogger, and information stealer that has the capability to steal 

data from different applications (Browsers, FTP Clients...). AgentTesla has been observed since 2014, and 

is still active. Throughout the years, new versions of this malware have appeared, to which more 

capabilities and improvements have been added. 

Once the email is received, attachment is opened, and the executable hosted in MEGA is downloaded, 

the victim gets infected (packed AgentTesla). 

File name RFQ-Dalma Gas Development Project (Package B) -TENDER BULLETIN-13.exe 

File sha256 c620c66c7ba0b18d5941397ccd81c26eac2c01fbc588e1f96124efe6c3fb5fd7 
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Image11: Payload 

This executable is written using .NET framework. The sample is packed, and this packer has different 

stages in order to unpack the final payload (AgentTesla). In one of these stages, it creates a child process 

where the final payload is injected, (using process hollowing technique) this behavior is not related to 

AgentTesla but to its packer. 

 
Image12: Process tree of the payload execution (Process Hollowing). 

After the unpacking stages, the AgentTesla starts collecting credentials from the infected host and sending 

ǘƘŜƳ ǘƻ ǘƘŜ ŀǘǘŀŎƪŜǊΩǎ ǎŜǊǾŜǊ.  In this case a SMTP server. 

Packer 

The packer of this AgentTesla is complex and highly obfuscated, containing different elements (DLLs) to 

unpack the final payload. 

There are different stages which consist of: 

1. Decrypt the different components (DLLs) which help on tasks like: 

1.1. Decrypt the final payload (AgentTesla) 

1.2. Inject the payload into a child process 

2. Anti-debugging and anti-analysis techniques 

3. Process injection 

Not only obfuscation is implemented to make the analysis more difficult, but also there are some anti-

debugging tricks implemented that crash the decompilers. 
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Image13: tŀŎƪŜǊΩǎ ƻōŦǳǎŎŀǘŜŘ ŎƻŘŜ. 

 
Image14: Error when decompiling obfuscated code (DNSpy). 

The unpacked sample hash is the following:  

e6c7c02a7019cde94b0788aba4163251220e971a357381fca94baccc3a14901f 
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Capabilities 

AgentTesla is an information stealer, and it has different features. All these features can be configured 

enabled/disabled from its configuration file.  

Configuration includes:  

¶ Persistence (enable/disable) 

¶ Installation folder 

¶ Registry key names for persistence 

¶ To choose the network protocol to send stolen credentials 

o HTTP 

Á Configure TOR proxy (enable/disable) 

o SMTP 

o FTP 

o Telegram 

For this reason, the behavior of AgentTesla across different samples could be very different. In any case, 

the following list and Image 15 show AgentTesla features which could be enabled or disabled. 

¶ Persistence (configurable) 

¶ Screenshots (configurable) 

¶ Hook keyboard (configurable) 

¶ Network protocol used to send stolen credentials to C2 (configurable) 

¶ Steal cookies 

¶ Steal credentials 

¶ Sandbox evasion technique 

¶ Obfuscated code 

¶ Strings Encryption 

¶ System fingerprint 
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Image15: Hook Keyboard and Screenshots features. 

For the analyzed sample, the configuration is the following: 

¶ Persistence (disabled) 

¶ Screenshots (disabled) 

¶ Hook keyboard (disabled) 

¶ Network protocol used to send stolen credentials to C2 (SMTP of compromised company) 

¶ Steal cookies (enabled) 

¶ Steal credentials (enabled by default) 

¶ Sandbox evasion technique (enabled by default) 

¶ Obfuscated code (enabled by default) 

¶ Strings Encryption (enabled by default) 

¶ Steal credentials (enabled by default) 

¶ System fingerprint (enabled by default) 




















